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GAMES DEVELOPED BY THE LATVIAN LANGUAGE AGENCY 
FOR PRESCHOOL AND PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN 
FOR LEARNING THE LATVIAN LANGUAGE

2. Picture dictionary of the Latvian language

The vocabulary of the picture dictionary is 
organised thematically and supplemented 
with interesting tasks. At the beginning, 
the user of the dictionary learns the 
vocabulary, then chooses the tasks corresponding 
to the topic and strengthens his/her knowledge.

Picture dictionary is suitable to play on a personal 
computer, but it can be downloaded also as a mobile 
application.

1. Application Where are we located? In Latvia!

The game creates interest and allows you to get to know 
Latvian culture and natural diversity, as well as helps 
children expand their vocabulary.

The player goes to get to know Latvia and ends up in 
a meadow, forest, fairy tale, city and by the sea, by 
performing three tasks. After obtaining a certain number 
of points, the talisman of each theme is revealed. 

When all 6 talismans are revealed, the player wins the main prize - a Latvian friendship bracelet. 
The game is suitable to play on a personal computer, but it can be downloaded also as a mobile application.

3. Game Find the letters!

The player’s task is to listen for and find the 
indicated letters in the letter cells.

The player also sees the result on the screen.

http://bilzuvardnica.maciunmacies.lv/
http://latvija.maciunmacies.lv/
https://maciunmacies.valoda.lv/speles/atrodi_burtus/real.html
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7. Game Word by word – a sentence is made!

Players expand their Latvian vocabulary, 
learn grammatical forms, learn 
to form sentences according 
to the situations shown in the 
pictures. There are three levels 
of difficulty in the game, which 
are determined by the length 
of the sentence.

5. Game Listen and speak!

The tasks in the game are arranged in six 
thematic groups: Holidays, Countryside, Day-off, 
House, City, School. The game is intended for 
enriching the player’s vocabulary. Each theme 
has 4 sub-themes, each sub-theme includes 
2 tasks (totally 48 tasks).

4. Game Find the words!

The player’s task is to find the indicated words. 
The words in the game are summarised into 
10 thematic groups: I am a pupil, On the street, 
At home, Let’s get dressed, We are cooking, 
Holidays, In the countryside, Gifts of nature, 
At the zoo, Sports.

6. Game Valodiņa

The game includes 10 language 
adventures: On my/his birthday, In the 
courtyard, In the kindergarten, On the street, In the toy store, 
In the countryside, Walk in the forest, Easter, Excursion to 
the Zoo, Trip. By completing the tasks, children enrich their 
vocabulary, improve their listening, writing and reading 
skills. After each adventure, the player also receives 
a diploma.

https://varduspele.addc.lv/
http://speles.maciunmacies.lv/klausies_un_runa/saturs.html
https://maciunmacies.valoda.lv/speles/atrodi_vardus/real.html
https://maciunmacies.valoda.lv/speles/valodina/aiziet.html
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9. A set of games for learning
the Latvian language

Board games for learning the Latvian language suitable 
for playing online and printing. The set of materials also 
includes methodological instructions.

8. Game Tell this story, tell that story!

Players improve their storytelling skills. 
The material consists of playing cards, which 
indicate the persons and things involved, 
the place and time of the 
event, as well as the additional 
conditions for creating the story.

https://maciunmacies.valoda.lv/maci/pirmsskolai#1tab
https://maciunmacies.valoda.lv/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/StastiTe.pdf

